### How to behave in case of an incident

#### Safety Alert
- By sirene: 1 Minute up and down
- By radio (Welle Niederrhein)
- By public calls
  - By police and emergency cars
- Via NINA „Information-App available at iTunes or Google Play Store

#### How do they inform about situation under control?
There is an „all clear-signal“: 1 minute continuous tone by sirene

#### How can I realize danger?
- By visible signs of fire and smoke
- By odour
- By reactions of your body like sickness and irritation of the eyes

#### What to do at first?
1. Stay in closed rooms to be safe against gas or explosions
2. Close all windows and doors, switch off air condition, also if you are in a car.
3. Do not collect the kids from the kindergarten or school. They are safe in closed rooms.
4. Please inform neighbors, passers-by or kids by shout.
5. If there is anybody who needs help, let him in!

#### What to do then?
1. Nothing on your own. Just wait for news of the authorities.
2. Switch on the radio, the TV (regional programme) or be informed online
3. If you smell something, take wet textile in front of mouth and nose in order not to inhale hazardous staff
4. Let in passers-by who need help.

#### Radio:
- Welle Niederrhein: 87.7 MHz (Funk)
- 92.25 MHz (cable)

#### TV:
Regional programme

#### Internet:
www.krefeld.de

#### Phone:
02151 – 19700 (Information of Stadt Krefeld)

#### What else can I do?
1. Go upstairs! Gas is heavier than air, it stays on the ground.
2. Prevent from open fire because of risk of explosion!
3. Do not get out of your house, neither by feed nor by car, in order to stay safe. Clear roads are urgently needed by the action force for evacuation.

#### Do not …
- … use your phone or your mobile, only in case of emergency. It is important not to block the phone net as it has to be used by the action force.
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**What to do in case of emergency?**  
**Information for public according to §11 Absatz 1 Störfallverordnung**

Dear neighbours at Uerdingen,

Alberdingk Boley is taking care of environment and healthiness. Safety is our first priority and although, we are doing our very best to protect from hazard, we cannot exclude incidents. Here you find our recommendation how to behave in case of emergency. Take care!
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